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Lack of source material fr ustrates our 
under st anding of  many individuals 
encountered in research. Even for those 

with professional occupations, anything but a 
basic career outline can be almost impossible to 
ascertain. This article aims to do two things. Firstly, 
it investigates aspects of the life and work of one 
West Sussex Church of England clergyman: the 
Revd Maurice Smelt (1788–1867). Hitherto, little 
has been known of him beyond the limited details 
that can be found in standard university, diocesan 
and parochial records.1 None of his sermons, 
letters or diaries (if kept) has come down to us. 
Of his reading and friends we are ignorant. No 
anecdotes or reminiscences are recorded. No pious 
memoir was published after his death. Secondly, 
the article highlights one little-appreciated way in 
which pushing beyond so limited a range of source 
material to catch glimpses of the temperament 
and pre-occupations of such an individual may be 
possible, namely searching within Google Books.

A concise résumé can quickly be assembled.2 The 
son and grandson of Sussex clergymen, he was born 
in Slindon where his father was rector. Graduating 
from Trinity College, Oxford in 1806, he took holy 
orders the following year. The first eight years of his 
clerical career remain obscure but, ordained deacon 

by the Bishop of Gloucester, he presumably served 
a title as a curate in that diocese. In the summer 
of 1815, aged 27, he not only succeeded his father 
John (1750–1815) as rector of both Binsted and 
Slindon but was appointed sequestrator of nearby 
Barnham (held for three years) and domestic 
chaplain to Baron Zouche of Haryngworth (died 
1828) of Parham House. Two years later he married 
Mary Anne Williams of Kennington and they had 
at least two sons and four daughters.3 Pluralism was 
then common and he was the fifth in succession to 
hold these contiguous parishes. Neither was large 
and, resident in the Slindon rectory his father had 
rebuilt, he was enabled by Binsted’s proximity to 
attend to both by himself.4 To each he gave a silver 
communion cup, Slindon in 1828, Binsted in 1832.5 
In his mid-fifties, however, he hired the first of a 
series of curates to help, initially in Binsted, but from 
c.1850 serving both parishes. Finally, he retired in 
stages, leaving Binsted in 1863 (aged 75) and Slindon 
in 1865, moving to Cheltenham where he died two 
years later.6

Clerical incomes had to stretch a long way, 
especially for a parson with a family. Neither of his 
livings was rich. Valued at £190 gross (£150 net) in 
1836 and 1865, Binsted barely escaped classification 
as a ‘poor benefice’. Slindon’s remuneration was 
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somewhat better, but at £310 gross (£219 net) 
it offered only what was judged to be the bare 
minimum. Pluralism kept many a clergyman out of 
penury, but even Smelt’s combined income still fell 
short of the £400–£500 per year that an incumbent 
c. 1840 was reckoned actually to need to live on.7 All 
too often, the parochial system was sustained by the 
independent incomes of a significant proportion 
of the clergy. So it was with Smelt. At the rectory 
in Slindon he kept a household with four live-in 
servants and his probate (1867) was valued in the 
high category of ‘effects under £10,000’.8

Such core biographical facts are often all that 
can be unearthed and they leave the researcher 
frustrated because they say next to nothing of a 
person’s passions and prejudices. For a parson of 
the pre-Victorian decades, the absence of clues to 
his values matters a great deal because modern 
scholarship is teaching us not to dismiss the church 
of the long 18th century as sunk in worldliness and 
torpor. For a parson who worked during any of the 
Victorian decades, that necessity is eclipsed by the 
need to establish something of his churchmanship 
within a church rent by party feuds. That is no 
easy matter. Differences between the parties (high, 
orthodox, broad, low) were substantial. Differences 
within each party were also significant. At best, any 
label will be approximate.

Where is the evidence to come from? What 
follows is the product of mining a resource that may 
help: Google Books. This expanding digital library 
is usually thought of as a free on-line source for a 
specific book or pamphlet. So it is, but it can offer 
far more. Any name or place can be typed into its 
search box and a swift trawl will be made within all 
of its digitised texts. Any passing mention will be 
found; Boolean searches are particularly effective at 
eliciting references.9 With Smelt, ‘hits’ found him 
in a disparate and often obscure range of printed 
material. More to the point, they located him in 
some highly revealing contexts.

Some of the associations and activities uncovered 
by this means come as no surprise. Like most fellow 
clergymen, he backed the National Society for 
the Education of the Poor in the Principles of the 
Established Church, founding a National School in 
Slindon in 1821 for the children of both parishes 
and then covering the bulk of its annual running 
expenses.10 Provision of schooling in Sussex then 
was poor. Slindon already had a Sunday school and 
two dame schools, but mass schooling had come to 

be seen as ‘a powerful means to eradicate impiety 
and immorality among the lower orders’.11 Smelt’s 
alignment here was not automatic and is, therefore, 
instructive. In the British and Foreign School 
Society for the Education of the Labouring and 
Manufacturing Classes, there was an alternative, but 
it was one that Smelt did not pick. Few Anglicans 
backed British Schools because their teaching was 
non-denominational.12 Alongside an education 
in the three Rs, Smelt wanted the children of his 
parishes trained for membership of the state church.

He was fighting for more than market share. A 
massive transformation in the Church of England’s 
relationship with the state was underway across the 
19th century. Institutions were de-Anglicanised, the 
church’s uniquely privileged position weakened.13 
Smelt can be identified as one among many who saw 
the church as being in danger. He sought to defend 
a divinely ordained establishment and resist the 
narrowing definition of church membership being 
forced upon it. He went into battle at least twice. 
The first occasion was in defence of compulsory 
church rates.

Levied on every occupier of land, they were 
more than the major source of regular parochial 
funding. Bishop Gilbert of Chichester went so far 
as to call them ‘the main national link by which 
the Church and the State are bound together’. 
In urban centres with sizeable Non-conformist 
populations, however, they had become a running 
sore and their abolition became Liberal party policy 
in 1859. Anglicans exploded. Bishop Gilbert argued 
that this was ‘a repudiation of a national profession 
of religion’ and appealed to his clergy: ‘let your 
Petitions be poured before the two Houses of the 
Legislature’. Smelt duly obliged, raising at least two 
from each of his parishes for their retention.14 He 
personally was one of thousands of incumbents 
untroubled by parishioners refusing to pay, but 
beyond fraternal solidarity he was doubtless 
concerned that his own parishes’ finances would 
suffer if rates became voluntary. Unlike Dissenters, 
Roman Catholics usually paid their church rates. 
Slindon’s sizeable Catholic population certainly 
did, but the local MP reckoned that habit was 
unlikely to survive the removal of compulsion.15

In his other known battle, he attempted to 
resist the tide weakening a coextensive church 
and state by opposing the admission of Jews to a 
place within the constitution. What he thought of 
Dissenters being allowed to become MPs in 1828 
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remains unknown. The proposal 30 years later to 
admit Jews as MPs was anathema to Evangelicals 
and Tories alike. Both believed that such a change 
jeopardised not simply the Protestant establishment 
but the Christian polity. Like most Anglican clergy 
of the period, Smelt was a Tory.16 Galvanised by 
this perceived threat, he turned to one of his 
favourite devices of political culture and raised a 
parliamentary petition among ‘the inhabitants of 
Slindon’ against Lord John Russell’s Bill.17

So Smelt was a stout defender of his church as 
the church of the English nation. What about his 
churchmanship? The religious geography of 19th-
century Anglicanism remains poorly mapped. In 
part, this is because it is often exceedingly difficult 
to pin an individual to one of the parties that 
increasingly disturbed church life, especially if he 
was not an advanced ritualist (and they were very 
rare in rural parishes before the 1870s). Google 
Books searches yielded a series of invaluable clues 
about Smelt by finding his name among lists of 
subscribers and donors in the annual reports of 
various societies.

He was a long-term subscriber to both of 
the established church’s major missionary 
organisations: the Church Missionary Society 
(CMS) and the Society for the Propagation of 
the Gospel in Foreign Parts (SPG); of the latter 
he was a founder member of its Chichester 
Diocesan Committee (1819). That was not then 
an incongruous pairing. During the first half of 
the 19th century, membership of both was quite 
common as SPG strove hard not to be associated 
with any party; its marked alignment with high 
church views was yet to develop.18 CMS, however, 
always had firm Evangelical leanings – which tells 
us that Smelt must have too.19 His donations to 
the Religious Tract Society (RTS) define him more 
precisely. RTS was a society in which Evangelical 
Anglicans and Nonconformists combined to 
distribute literature imbued with ‘principles of the 
Reformation, in which Luther, Calvin, and Cranmer 
agreed’.20 His CMS and RTS memberships show that 
he was very low church, probably in the minority 
among Anglican Evangelicals who were moderate 
Calvinists.21

Smelt was an Evangelical, but what does that 
mean? Just like ‘high church’, ‘broad church’ 
and ‘low church’, ‘Evangelical’ is an inadequate 
descriptor. None was a monolithic entity. Rather, 
each was a broad grouping comprehending a 

wide range of beliefs and attitudes on a host of 
contentious points. Historians and theologians 
alike have struggled to establish a working definition 
of evangelical religion. The best summary is 
currently reckoned to be that Evangelicals shared 
a ‘quadrilateral of priorities’: conversionism, 
activism, biblicism, and crucicentrism.22

Those subscription and donation lists can, 
however, bring into focus some of the fruits of 
those beliefs. Evangelicals often exhibited an 
earnest activism emblematic of a desire to transform 
society. In response to famine in Ireland in 1830–1, 
Smelt raised a collection of £16 1s.7d. from Slindon 
for a relief fund. In 1831, tiny Binsted submitted 
a petition to Parliament against slavery, and one 
would dearly like to know whether he was its 
promoter.23

Much more evidence survives for an activism 
directed towards saving souls. Smelt’s missionary 
zeal has already been noted, but it went way 
beyond CMS, SPG and even RTS. The conversion 
of the Jews was a particular interest. He collected in 
Slindon and himself gave regularly to the (Anglican) 
London Society for Promoting Christianity among 
the Jews. He was a founding committee member 
of the Chichester and Western Sussex Auxiliary 
Society for Promoting Christianity among the 
Jews.24 These attachments may also indicate he 
had eschatological hopes for his grave slab carries 
a rare quotation: 1 Thessalonians 4:17, the central 
text for the rapture.25 Interpreting apocalyptic 
prophecy through events since 1789 to indicate that 
the second coming was at hand, some Evangelicals 
looked to its prelude in the conversion of Jewry, an 
event to be followed by the gathering of the godly 
to heaven.26 Was Smelt a premillenarian?

A willingness to find common ground with 
groupings across the fractured Protestant divides, 
recognising orthodox Dissenters as ‘true churches’, 
is highly significant. This went much further than 
support for RTS. On the Crimean War National 
Thanksgiving Day for Peace, he collected in Slindon 
for (primarily American) missions in the Ottoman 
Empire.27 Especially revelatory are his donations to 
the Evangelical Alliance from its foundation (1846) 
and his signature on its 1857 petition for a conference 
in Berlin of ‘true believers throughout the whole 
of Christendom’.28 Most Anglican Evangelicals 
thought the Nonconformist-dominated Evangelical 
Alliance reeked of disestablishment. Smelt was 
different, a Church of England clergyman willing 
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to be an executor of a will that left legacies of 
£200 apiece to the Trustees of the Countess of 
Huntingdon’s Chapel at Brighton, ‘the Dissenting 
Chapel’ at Arundel and ‘the Calvinistical Chapel’ at 
Worthing.29 His behaviour reminds us that ‘church’ 
and ‘chapel’ did not have to occupy distinct worlds. 
Among the Church of England clergy, that made 
him quite a rarity.30

Far more typical was his anti-Catholicism. 
The British Reformation Society, the Protestant 
Association, the Society for Irish Church Missions 
and the London Hibernian Society all received his 
money. All four worked to convert Roman Catholics, 
especially in Ireland and among the Irish in Britain. 
The first two also fought the incursions of Anglican 
ritualism.31 Such affiliations may seem routine 
for an Evangelical, but so many? When founding 
his National School, Smelt had argued that it was 
needed ‘for the purpose of securing and protecting 
his Protestant flock’.32

This gospel-man could have had only one 
enemy in mind: Roman Catholics. Smelt had more 
direct experience of England’s Catholics than most. 
Slindon was unusual in having a sizeable Catholic 
community, one of the oldest in Sussex. Catholics 
constituted around one-third of his parishioners. 
A Catholic owned the advowson to each of his 
livings.33 Anglican hegemony may never have 
existed there. Catholicism was a competitor of 
significance and Smelt certainly lost parishioners 
to his rival.34 When the English saw Catholicism 
through a powerful folk memory of the Armada 
and Gunpowder Plot as a dangerous ‘other’, and 
associated it with the Inquisition and Continental 
tyrannies, how could daily life function in mixed 
communities like Slindon? Scholars suggest that a 
certain everyday neighbourliness developed across 
the generations, and Slindon has been put forward 
as one such village where people of rival traditions 
‘lived together in relative harmony’.35

Smelt’s incumbency surely threatened any 
such accommodation. Alarmed by the advance of 
Catholicism in England, he raised parliamentary 
petitions from Binsted and Slindon against both 
Catholic emancipation and the restoration of a 
Catholic hierarchy.36 He fought a short but furious 
pamphlet war in 1832 against Slindon’s Catholic 
priest, Joseph Silveira, over ‘errors of the Roman 
Catholic religion’.37 Here is the context for the tart 
assertion by Mark Tierney, Silveira’s predecessor but 
one, that Slindon ‘stank of Bibles’.38

How could such a belligerent man have 
obtained benefices in Catholic hands? Competition 
for livings was intense; Evangelicals found it 
especially difficult.39 Catholic patrons were not 
themselves allowed to nominate, but they could 
work through intermediaries and might select with 
care.40 In 1765, the 4th Earl of Newburgh, the then 
patron of both, granted the Smelt family the right 
of presentation to each for the next two turns.41 
As events transpired, that temporary surrender 
of control would last for a century and prove to 
be catastrophic for the Catholic interest. In 1815, 
Maurice could not be stopped because on his 
father’s death he inherited control of the second 
turn – and presented himself.42

This series of glimpses into Maurice Smelt’s 
public and private enthusiasm and prejudices 
was uncovered through Google Books’ powerful 
searches.43 Much about him remains unclear. The 
quality of his parochial work remains to be tested, 
although we have seen that he encouraged his 
parishes to look outwards. Nonetheless, something 
of his character and inclinations has been glimpsed, 
and from those behaviours it is possible to draw 
meaning. No claim is made here for his typicality 
among the parochial clergy of his time; they were 
always a varied profession. His wealth was certainly 
atypical so no such largesse should be expected of 
every parson. That probably means too that his 
networks were unusually extensive, especially if it 
really is true that the voluntary religious societies 
‘enjoyed little support from the parochial clergy’.44

As for his theology, could anyone inhabiting so 
fractured an era be representative? In an earlier age, 
he would surely have been a conforming Puritan. 
His trenchant low-church world view, his concern 
for Ireland and his militant anti-Catholicism when 
combined with his commitment to the union of 
church and state do not make him idiosyncratic 
but speak of a very distinctive belief system. They 
provide a close fit with the defining characteristics 
of the ‘religious tendency’ known as the Recordites. 
This probability increases further if he really 
was both a Calvinist and a premillennialist. The 
Recordites have regularly been seen as ‘narrow and 
negative’ Evangelical extremists. More positively, 
they have been portrayed as ‘a dynamic force that 
restated the essential principles of the evangelical 
movement in a straightforward manner that had 
a ready appeal to the ‘religious public’ of early 
Victorian England’.45
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Here was a complex man who did not bury 
himself in the countryside near Arundel. This 
working parson stands as an important reminder 
that, no matter what Victorian reformers claimed, 
the church of the long 18th century left a 
meritorious legacy. His many subscriptions and 
donations caution us not to dismiss too quickly 
this pluralist survivor from the late Georgian world. 
His cooperation with Nonconformists testifies to 
a spirit of unusual tolerance while his combative 
hostility to Roman Catholics signals an ancient 
English prejudice. His support for voluntary 
societies demonstrates Evangelical beliefs at work 

as a living principle of action. His promotion of 
parliamentary petitions may have reinforced local 
political culture and served as a local safety valve, 
but simultaneously they could stoke divisive local 
tensions. Even in his seventies he was capable of 
launching new initiatives. The Revd Maurice Smelt 
was a fervent activist whose impact stretched well 
beyond West Sussex.
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